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(e.g., CFLs, T-8Iighfs), but use a variety of techniques developed in the field of Behavioral 
Economics to create incentives based on social norms to infiuence customers to reduce energy 
consumption. 

CornEd Proposal- Based on our own pilot program and a review of existing literature, we 
are proposing to include a Home Energy Report program as a full-scale program element in 
this Plan. As designed, this program element will provide significant cost-effective kWh 
savings within the residential sector. 

Education I Outreach. We believe that 
energy efficiency education and outreach is 
a key component for a successful, long-term 
energy efficiency strategy. This education 
and outreach strategy is not tied to individual 
program elements, but is intended to 
increase awareness and educate customers 
on the many benefits of energy efficiency. 

CornEd Proposal- We intend to develop 
and implement a comprehensive energy efficiency education/outreach strategy as part of this 
Plan. Our education and awareness strategy will plant the seed of energy efficiency, show 
how it impacts consumers, help customers learn about the Smart Ideas portfolio and 
encourage action to become advocates of energy efficiency. This Plan will have three areas 
of focus: advocacy, awareness and behavioral. The advocacy strategy will center on "train 
the trainer" educational initiatives to create energy efficiency advocates; the awareness 
strategy will provide general market knowledge about Smart Ideas programs; and the 
behavioral strategy will engage customers and reward their energy efficient behavior. 

Role of CFLs in the Portfolio I Impact of Federal Lighting Standards. For many years the 
CFL has been the foundational technology for most energy efficiency portfolios. This dynamic 
will change in the next several years as federal legislation will force the current, most common 
incandescent bulbs off the market, changing the energy consumption baseline against which 
CFL programs are measured. The net result will be that CFL programs will become less cost 
effective and smaller in size. 

CornEd Proposal - We believe that, while the federal standard will result in a new and more 
stringent lighting energy use baseline, the dominant CFL technologies will remain viable as a 
program option for the next three Plan years. Nevertheless, we have determined that a 
conservative approach would be most appropriate, resulting in the number of CFLs proposed 
in the Plan deClining over time. Additionally, we assume that as the pending federal 
legislation nears, consumers will be more apt to turn to the CFL - this likely would result in a 
lower NTG ratio, which has been taken into account in the Residential Lighting program 
element's modeling. The end result is that our portfolio becomes more expensive on a cent 
per kWh basis because the CFL's role is diminished. 

Demand Response Program. This challenge was discussed above in the Goals section. 

CornEd Proposal- We will maintain the AlC Cycling program element at its current level in 
maintenance mode over the next three Plan years, but will not expand it due to budget 
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constraints. In terms of the MW goal, we propose that the MW savings associated with the 
residential energy efficiency programs be counted towardslhe kW goal. 

Building a Technology Pipeline. For utilities, the energy efficiency program landscape has 
changed dramatically over the last decade as many of the traditional' demand-side management 
("DSM") or energy efficiency measures no longer pass the required cost-effectiveness tests. 
This has occurred in many markets as improving federal energy efficiency standards have 

. - . eliminated many technologies, such as high efficiency refrigerators, from utility energy efficiency 
portfolios. The endresultisthatutilities will needtofindnew opportunities to meet the energy 
efficiency savings goals-thathave-beenpuUncplaoe,=c==,.,c~ 

. CornEd proposa/-.webe~he';~~e~ch-~~;L&:~l~ment ("R&D") / emerging 
technology progFam·elemeAH'lMhe-p0rtf0Iio·must·play~(lFitic_,!1 role in the portfolio's final 
composition. Tile identification and analysis of newconcepts- whether technological or 
behavioral in n;3iUre~0i:nEiV\iaenyeiYIn1echariisrns:c.i~ii;:tmportant component of our ability 

. to achievesign.lf:!c:.a_nt-~neIgy::,;§.villg_s.!lowa_nc!cin_thefutQ~Ei.- We propose to budget our R&D 
expenses at the,maximum3%ofoverall budget'as 'fillowed by statute. Additionally, we 
propose that the.·8.&D-=<icJivltL,,-s~be-,e_vaJuated:by.c:.the'io.dependent evaluator and any kWh 
savings realized from these activities count towards the annual kWh goal. We also intend to 
collaborate with the SAGmllhe new concepts for consideration. 

"---- -
While our planning approach.is very similar 
to the approach used to develop our first~ 
Plan, there are some key differences that 

. ______________ .:.:~Jf,beJieve strengtbenthis...E'lan:_--

• . This Pian's analysis is based much 
. more on CornEd-specific data than 
the previous Plan. We now have 

'.' access tbacfualprogram 
implemeritation data aswellasthe 
results ota Com Ed-specific market· 
baseline study. Additionally, we 
developed new building simulations 
that address updated codes and 
standards. and associated building 
baseline issues. 

• We purchased and implemented an industry-standard model, DSMore, for all cost
effectiveness modeling in this Plan. All modeling was conducted internally by ComEd's 

"'''.'''''' '.',;,,' '." ··Energy·Efficier;cy ("EE") planning team.-·· ·.-.i·, .•. " .'"".,,',c' . '.'., . 

--

• Stakeholders have had the opportunity to playa much more active role in the 
development of this Plan, and we believe their involvement has resulted in the 
development of a more comprehensive portfolio. For example, in response to a 
stakeholder's desire for a more comprehensive whole-home program offering, we have 
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